
ENGINEERED TO BE SUPERIOR:

ROLL-TOP
TONNEAU

n Extang engineered roll-top style
tonneau easily installs in minutes!!
n Pre-drilled siderails for a simple,
no-measure clamp placement.
n Cool, low profile clamps are hid-
den out of the way beneath siderails.
n Quick Release Levers at tail
and cab for loading cargo and
complete bed usage.

n Over the rail, aerodynamic
design provides maximum per-
formance. Repels water while
improving mpg!!
n Heavy duty, anodized rails and
bows have a rich black finish.
Bows conveniently roll up within
tarp for easy storage.
n Industrial style, aggressive

AMERICA’S NO.1 SELLING TRUCK BED COVERS 

high peel strength hook and loop 
fastener.
n WeatherTuff Seals provide
the ultimate bed protection.
n Built Extang Tuff with a custom
tapered, all-weather design.Self
adjusting tension system maintains
a perfect fit in any climate.
n Maximum Strength Warranty:
Lifetime frame and tarp.

IINNSSTTAALLLLSS IINN MMIINNUUTTEESS

IMPROVES
GAS MILEAGE
BY 10%

NO DRILLING
NO DAMAGE
TO TRUCK

FAST & EASY
INSTALL BY
ONE PERSON
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https://www.carid.com/extang/


KEEP IT
LOOKING
NEW
Tonno Tonic by Extang.
It cleans, beautifies 
and protects tonneaus 
in 1 step!  Powerful 
UV protectant that is
formulated precisely 
for our tonneau material.
Tonno Tonic is the only vinyl 
cleaner and conditioner approved
for use on all Extang tonneaus.

WATER RESISTANT DESIGN

OPENS & CLOSES 
IN SECONDS

EXTANG ENGINEERED
QUALITY FEATURES:

ROLL 
Tarp and bows easily 
roll-up together in 
one easy step.

EASY!!
Tarp can be fastened at 
the cab, or completely
removed by releasing 
Quick Lever at the cab.

Top Notch Performance
& Great Looks!!

RELEASE
Drop tailgate and 
simply press the 
Quick Lever to 
instantly release 
the tail rail.

Easiest Install
Heavy-duty side rails are pre-drilled
for quick and easy no-measure clamp
placement.

Full Use of Truck Bed
Low profile clamps and unique side
rail design keep clamps hidden out
of the way beneath the side rail.

The Express Tonno is engineered with exclusive
features that provide instant truck bed protection
with top notch looks and superior performance.

The Express Tonno is the world’s most convenient
and easy to use roll-up style tonneau in the industry.
Revolutionary components provide a secure, no-
nonsense installation in just minutes!!

All-weather tapered design repels water for protec-
tion from the elements and increased gas mileage.

An Extang tonneau will pay for itself in gas savings
within just a few months. All good reasons why
Extang is America’s number one selling tonneau line.

One-Finger Release
Quick release levers at the cab
and tail rail provides instant, full
bed usage.

Perfect Fit 
Automatic self adjusting tension 
system keeps tarp taught and look-
ing great in all weather conditions.

Easy Roll Up
Heavy duty bows are pre-positioned
and conveniently roll up within the
tarp for quick storage.

Above the rail, custom tapered, aerodynamic design 
provides for superior performance. Built Extang Tuff to
repel water and protect your truck bed and cargo from
the elements, no matter what the weather!

MAXSEAL 
TAILGATE 
SEAL
Keeps dust, rain 
and snow out of 
truck bed. Creates a tight seal along
sides and bottom of your tailgate.
Straightforward do-it-yourself 
installation. Just cut, peel, and stick.

Looks great and built to last! 

Extang Tuff + Great
Looks
Triple stitched commercial grade tarp
with tapered design.WeatherTuff Seals:
excellent sealing with high molecular
weight PVC seals that withstand high
temperatures and UV rays.

Check out the collection of tonneau covers we offer.

https://www.carid.com/tonneau-covers.html

